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Testimony by a Paraguayan police officer on Nov. 10 has implicated two US Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) agents in the Oct. 10 assassination of Gen. Ramon Rosa Rodriguez, the former
head of Paraguay's anti-drug agency (Servicio Nacional Antidrogas (SENAD). During his fivehour testimony before Judge Atilio Rodriguez, police officer Jorge Paredes described an altercation
that he had with two DEA agents Robert Widler and Carlos Walters, both US citizens who Paredes
claimed were trying to remove evidence in the Rodriguez case. Paredes said the two agents, who
have worked for the DEA in Paraguay since 1990, tried to take the general's briefcase shortly after
his murder.
Paredes said he struggled with the two agents in the parking garage of the apartment building
where Rodriguez's former aide, Capt. Juan Ruiz Diaz, lives, preventing them from taking the
briefcase. Paredes described Widler as "willing to die to get the briefcase," and said the agent
kept repeating that it contained "very important documents" that could implicate many important
people. Despite Paredes's testimony and widespread speculation about DEA involvement in the
case, the US Embassy in Asuncion has expressed its confidence in the two agents in question. The
mysterious briefcase turned up a week after Rodriguez's assassination in the possession of President
Carlos Wasmosy. Wasmosy said he had received the briefcase from military authorities. He, in
turn, gave it to the civilian judge in charge of the case. However, the judge said that he found no
incriminating evidence when he examined the briefcase. Observers speculate that any incriminating
evidence was removed by the military during the time the briefcase was in their possession.
On Oct. 10, Rosa Rodriguez was wounded when armed assailants fired a shotgun blast at his car
as he was leaving his daughter at school. The general's aide, Ruiz Diaz, arrived moments later,
after the wounded general radioed for help. Ruiz Diaz shot Rosa Rodriguez in the neck, killing
him, and then tried to kill himself. Ruiz Diaz is hospitalized and suffering from amnesia, according
to doctors. Sources close to the investigation say Rosa Rodriguez was investigating corruption
among Paraguayan anti-drug agents, and had found evidence that some agents were involved in
selling cocaine. Two days after the assassination, President Carlos Wasmosy attributed the killing
to "the spoiled children of the Yankees," a reference to the DEA-trained agents. He later said that
corrupt agents were reporting smaller amounts than they confiscated and selling the difference.
Two Paraguayan agents who worked closely with the DEA were held for questioning for 15 days.
However, Miguel Berni and Pedro Rodas were finally released for lack of evidence
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